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Summary. The effects of radiation reaction on the motion of 
charged particles are studied in strong electric and magnetic 
fields with special attention to the vacuum near-field region 
of an oblique rotator. For strong radiation damping a local 
velocity field is derived from the Lorentz-Dirac equation, which 
efficiently describes the motion of electrons and positrons in 
the whole range of typical pulsar parameters. The velocity field 
allows to define regions in the inner magnetosphere, where due 
to the radiation losses particle trapping occurs. By numerical 
integration of particle trajectories from the pulsar surface, regions 
around the magnetic poles are found which are defined by particle 
emission into the wave zone. The shapes of the escape regions 
on the pulsar surface are determined to a considerable extent by 
the presence of the accumulation regions. The escape regions are 
not centered with respect to the magnetic poles, their variation 
with pulsar period P and inclination angle X is discussed. The 
investigations are intended to serve as a first step toward the 
self-consistent modelling of an oblique rotator magnetosphere by 
a numerical particle simulation method. 
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1. Introduction 

The problem - fundamental for the physics of pulsars - of 
determining the global structure of the magnetosphere in a self
consistent way has not yet been solved satisfactorily. Despite the 
lack of such a general theory, several "local" models have been 
developed, which are restricted essentially to those parts of the 
magnetosphere where the radiation emission is supposed to take 
place. By now the polar cap model (Radhakrishnan and Cooke, 
1969; Ruderman and Sutherland, 1975) is widely accepted, in 
which charged particles are accelerated from the regions around 
the magnetic poles along the magnetic dipole field lines, thereby 
emitting curvature radiation into a small cone of half angle Ijy. 
The polar cap area is supposed to be circular with an angular 
extent Op.c. given by 
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sinOp.c. = (~) 2 (1) 

where a is the radius of the star and rc = cjQ is the light
cylinder radius. (1) is derived from the aligned rotator model 
assuming that only particles moving along magnetic field lines 
not closing within the light cylinder contribute to the radiation 
(Goldreich and lulian, 1969). In subsequent processes including 
pair production and a coherence mechanism the pulsar radiation 
seen by a distant observer is formed (Sturrock, 1970). In the 
past 18 years this basic model has been elaborated by many 
authors to account for the observed pulse characteristics, i.e. pulse 
profiles, polarization angle variations, frequency dependence of 
pulse width and component separation, pulse microstructure etc. 
At the same time the model has been used for calculations of 
pulsar geometries and for estimates of the location of the pulse 
emission regions. 

All these calculations are based on the process of particle 
emission and acceleration into the pulsar surroundings due to 
the enormous electric and magnetic fields. As first noted by 
Goldreich and Julian it is this process which is responsible for 
the formation of a plasma magnetosphere around the pulsar. In 
this paper we present a closer investigation of this fundamental 
process. The motivation underlying our investigations is the 
possibility that it can be used to model numerically a plasma 
magnetosphere. The method consists in gradually filling up an 
initial vacuum magnetosphere with charged particles from the 
pulsar surface. In successive steps of the integration the vacuum 
fields E and B are modified by the accumulating charges and 
currents. This may eventually lead to a global self-consistent 
plasma configuration, the pulsar magnetosphere. The advantage 
of such an approach compared to one which starts with a 
guessed non-vacuum configuration is that the vacuum approach 
starts - for the given boundary conditions - with the correct 
solution, which can be modified successively according to the 
particle injection from the pulsar surface. On the other hand, 
starting with a tentative and therefore in general inconsistent 
non-vacuum configuration does not guarantee the convergence 
to the correct solution due to the high non-linearity of the 
problem. 

The method has successfully been applied to the parallel 
rotator where a global magnetospheric structure could be found, 
consisting of two regions of oppositely charged particles sep
arated by a vacuum gap of considerable extent (Ertl, 1988; 
Herold et aI., 1989). The encouraging results gave rise to extend 
the method to the oblique rotator and to investigate in some 
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detail - as a first step toward the self-consistent solution -
the particle motion in the Deutsch fields. The considerations are 
intended to serve as a starting point, since a basic understanding 
of the characteristics of single particle motion is a prerequisite 
for many-particle extensions. In previous calculations of single 
particle motion (Ferrari and Trussoni, 1975; Martin, 1985; Laue 
and Thielheim, 1986) the interest focussed exclusively on particle 
trajectories in the intermediate and wave zone with starting 
points restricted to the regions near or beyond the light cylinder. 
Since we are interested in particle motions in the inner magne
tosphere it is necessary to choose starting points on the surface 
of the star. Special attention is devoted to radiation damping 
effects which have proven to be of particular importance for the 
particle motion. The results presented in the first part of the 
paper are of general nature and valid also in other than vacuum 
configurations. The results are then applied to the vacuum fields 
of Deutsch in order to get first insight into the specifics of the 
oblique rotator geometry and to provide a guiding line for future 
self-consistent calculations. At the moment, however, due to the 
three-dimensionality of the problem even for super-computers 
such calculations are unacceptably time-consuming. 

In the following the pulsar is considered as a homogeneously 
magnetized sphere of radius a and polar magnetic field strength 
Bo, rotating with angular frequency Q about an axis forming an 
angle X with the magnetic axis. 

2. Equations of motion 

The equation of motion to describe relativistic particle trajectories 
in electromagnetic fields is the Lorentz-Dirac equation 

du i . k . 
m- = eF'ku + G' 

dT 

where 

(2) 

(3) 

is the radiation reaction force taking into account the effects of 
radiation damping. Assuming that in the particle's rest frame 
Gi is small compared to the Lorentz force, we can replace in 
(3) dui / dT and its derivative by the Lorentz force yielding the 
Landau approximation of the Lorentz-Dirac equation 

du' Fi k e dF'k k . 3 [ . 
m- =e kU + --u 

dT 6nl'omc3 dT 

For numerical calculations it is convenient to write this equation 
in a dimensionless form. Substituting d/dr = yd/dt, ui = yv i and 
scaling the relativistic y-factor with £ to 

(6) 

where 

(7) 

is the ratio of the rest energy and the unipolar induction energy, 
one obtains 

(8) 

In (8) t is written in units of l/Q, v in units of c and F in units 
of !Bo(Qa/c)2. Separating (8) into time and space components 
yields 

dr 2 [2 2] - = E· v + Dor (E· v) - (E + v x B) 
dt 

d ~v) = E + v x B + Dor 2v [(E· v)2 - (E + v x B)2] 

with the dimensionless damping constant 

Introducing 

F = E + v x B - v (E· v) 

one arrives at the equations 

dr 2 2 dt = E· v - Dor F 

dv 1 
-=-F 
dt r' 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

assuming that Ivl = 1 holds during the motion, which is guar
anteed by (13) and (14) if Ivl = 1 is chosen as initial condition. 
These equations differ from the corresponding equations without 
radiation reaction by the additional term -Dor2F2. As is shown 
in the next section this term may be essential for the particle 
motion. 

3. Approximation for strong radiation damping 

In terms of typical pulsar parameters the value of the damping 
(4) constant Do reads 

Shen (1978) has shown that (4) is valid whenever the Lorentz
Dirac equation is applicable. 

For particle velocities close to the speed of light - a 
condition well satisfied in the vicinity of a pulsar - a further 
approximation can be made (Landau and Lifschitz, 1977). In 
this case the term in (4) which contains the 4-velocity three times 
will give the main contribution to the radiation reaction force, 
resulting in 

du' ,k e4 i kim 
m-d~ = eF kU + 2 5 U F lU FkmU . 

, 6nl'om c 
(5) 
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(15) 

being positive for ions and negative for electrons. For the fastest 
millisecond pulsar known with P = 1.6 ms and an estimated 
magnetic field of Bo = 5 X 104 T (15) yields IDol ~ 2 x 1011 for 
electrons. Using Bo = 5 x 108 T and P = 33 ms for the Crab 
pulsar, IDol is of the order of 1018 . As can be concluded from 
(13) and (14), for such high values of the damping constant, F 
has to satisfy the relation 

F = E + v x B - v (E· v) ~ 0 (16) 



in order to keep the damping term small. (16) can be solved for 
v, yielding a local velocity field VL which is a unique function of 
E and B (Herold et aI., 1985; Ertl, 1988) 

VL= B2~&'2 [EXB+~(E.B)B+&,EJ (17) 

with 

&' = E· VL = signee) G (E2 - B2) 

I 

+ ~V (E2 _B2)2 +4(E. B)2) 2 (18) 

The velocity field VL determines those particle trajectories where 
radiation reaction is minimized during the motion. 

To gain some insight for the effects of radiation damping 
and to confirm the validity of the above approximation for 
strong radiation damping, we compared the resulting trajectories 
obtained from a numerical integration of the equations of motion 
(13) and (14) with those resulting from (17). We found that for 
small and intermediate values of IDol the deviation from the 
corresponding undamped trajectories strongly depends on the 
starting points on the pulsar surface and the inclination angle x. 
In some cases even for IDol = 10 the trajectories are drastically 
modified compared to those without radiation damping, Do = 0 
(cf. Herold et aI., 1985). In other cases the damped trajectories 
accurately resemble the corresponding undamped trajectories, 
although higher radiation damping always decreases the particles 
kinetic energies (cf. Fig. 1). 

For high damping constants IDol ~ 109, however, most of 
the particle trajectories are substantially modified due to the 
radiative losses. As will be explained below in greater detail, for 
this parameter range in certain regions of the magnetosphere 
particle trapping occurs. For trajectories of particles escaping to 
infinity, the deviations from the undamped trajectories are most 
prominent in the intermediate zone, r ~ re. As expected, for 
strong radiation damping we found in all cases that the particle 
motion can be well described by (17). 

The local velocity field for strong radiation reaction consists 
of three additive components: a drift component VD ex: E x B, 
a component describing the motion along the magnetic field, 
VB ex: (E· B)B/&" and a component along the electric field, 
v E ex: &' E. It is readily seen from (17) that in the near zone, 
where the magnetic field dominates, IEI/IBI ~ 1, the velocity 
component 

(19) 

along the magnetic field lines by far yields the main contribution 
to the particle velocity. However, we note from (18) that &' 
vanishes at points where E· B = 0 and lEI ~ IBI. Evaluating VB 

for this case, we obtain from (19) 

1· . (). (E B) J B2 - E2 B 1m VB = sIgn e sIgn· 2 ' 
E·B-+o B 

(20) 

IEI,;:;IBI 

where the sign of E· B in the limit is determined by its value 
on the trajectory approaching the point where E· B = O. Thus, 
for particles of a given charge the velocity component VB is 
discontinuous at those points along the trajectory where E· B 
changes sign, provided that lEI < IBI. 
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Fig.l. Lorentz factors IF I = lely as functions of time t for electrons 
with different damping constants Do starting at the same point on the 
surface of an orthogonal rotator. The dashed line marks the time when 
the particles pass the E· B = 0 surface. Since Ivl "" c and the trajectories 
considered here are approximately radial, the value of t also roughly 
represents the particles distances from the pulsar surface in units of the 
light-cylinder radius 

4. Trapping regions 

The consequences of this discontinuity on the particle trajectories 
may be tremendous, especially in those regions where VB is 
dominant for the particle velocity VL, i.e. in the near field. 
Here the particles are accelerated predominantly by the E
field component along B, which changes its direction when the 
E . B = 0 surface is passed. Thus the limiting velocities v~ and vl 
on either side of the surface are directed approximately opposite, 
v~ ~ -vl, and after crossing the surface the particle is driven 
back. 

In general a particle is captured at the E . B = 0 surface if 

sign((v~ - vs) . n) =1= sign((vl - vs) • n), (21) 

otherwise it is able to cross the surface. In (21) Vs represents the 
velocity of the surface which for the vacuum fields of an oblique 
rotator can be thought of rigidly rotating with the star, n stands 
for the normal vector on the surface at the point of intersection. 

To illustrate the behavior of particles at the E· B = 0 
surface, Fig. 1 shows the time development of the kinetic 
energies of electrons with different damping constants Do in the 
electromagnetic fields of an orthogonal rotator with a/re = 0.13 
corresponding to P = 1.6 ms for a = 10 km. The particles start 
at the same point (8 = 89°, qJ = 0°) on the surface close to 
one magnetic pole. 8 denotes the polar angle with repect to the 
rotational axis, qJ is the azimuthal angle relative to the plane 
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x = 90° 
<p = 0° 

M 

P = 33ms 

Fig. 2. Sectional view of the E . B = 0 surface for an orthogonal rotator, 
X = 90°, in the plane containing the rotational axis (0) and the magnetic 
axis (M). The star (shaded area) is entirely enclosed by an E· B = 0 
surface. In regions I and III (II and IV) negatively (positively) charged 
particles flow from the pulsar surface to the E . B = 0 region 

containing the magnetic and rotational axis. The trajectories are 
almost identical during the initial part of the motion, i.e. up to 
the E· B = 0 surface (dashed line in Fig. 1), since in the near 
field the particles are forced to follow closely the magnetic field 
lines. In addition, they reach the E . B = 0 surface at about the 
same time, because Ivl ~ c. The undamped particle (Do = 0) is 
accelerated up to this surface and decelerated thereafter until 
it reaches an approximate final energy in the weakening fields. 
The particle with intermediate radiation damping (IDol = 107) 

gains its maximum energy already before passing the E· B = 0 
surface due to radiation losses and reaches a lower final energy. 
This applies even more to the particle with IDol = 5 x 107 

which has just enough energy to pass the potential barrier. If 
the damping constant is further increased trapping occurs. The 
particle with IDol = 109 continuously loses kinetic energy after a 
short acceleration phase and is captured within the light-cylinder 
region. Finally, the particle with IDol = 1014 is trapped close to 
the E . B = 0 surface. Equation (17) represents the limiting case 
of this situation with the particle trapped right at the surface. 

The question immediately arises where the trapping regions 
are located. Two conditions have to be fulfilled in order that 
capturing occurs on the E· B = 0 surfaces: condition (21) must 
be satisfied and a flow of light particles (electrons, positrons) 
must exist to the points in question. Trapping cannot occur 
for ions due to their much smaller values of Do. To determine 
the corresponding points, we first note that in the near field 
approximation of the Deutsch solution the rotational and the 
magnetic equator are great circles with E . B = 0 . The E . B = 0 
surfaces are connected with the pulsar at these circles, which 
separate the pulsar surface into four different areas. In the areas 
containing the magnetic poles the radial component of the electric 
field along B is negative, whereas for the other two it is positive. 
Therefore, from the former regions only electrons can be emitted, 
from the latter only ions. As the inclination angle X is decreased, 
the electron emission regions grow and for X = 0°, i.e. a parallel 
rotator, electrons can be emitted from the whole surface. In this 
case we have a magnetic dipole and an electric quadrupole field, 

- M 

x = 75° 
<p = 0° 
P = 33ms 

Fig. 3. Sectional view of the E . B = 0 surface in the vicinity of an oblique 
rotator with X = 75°. The figure shows the half plane containing the 
magnetic axis M, which is indicated by a dashed line. The figure is point
symmetric with respect to the center of the star. The ion emission region 
(II) is closed, whereas the region above the magnetic pole (I) is open 

therefore E· B = 0 holds in the total equatorial plane, 8 = n12. 
Applying (17) we find that the electrons are forced to follow the 
magnetic field lines from the star to the equatorial plane, since 
the magnetic field is dominant everywhere. There v~ = -v[, thus 
for a parallel rotator accumulation of electrons occurs in the 
equatorial plane. 

For an orthogonal rotator, X = 90°, the whole plane 8 = nl2 
again is an E· B = 0 surface but cannot trap particles, since 
it is not crossed by magnetic field lines. However, in addition 
now there exists a dome-like surface with E . B = 0 above each 
magnetic pole, which in near zone approximation is given by 

(22) 

It is entirely enclosing the star, touching the pulsar surface at the 
magnetic equator, qJ = ±nI2. Together with the equatorial plane 
it divides the immediate vicinity of the star into four closed, 
equally sized regions of space, corresponding to four equally 
sized emission regions on the pulsar surface (Fig. 2). 

From the field geometry it is obvious that at the enclosing 
surface v~ ~ -v[. Additionally the particle trajectories are 
approximately normal to the surface and the velocity Vs of 
the E· B = 0 surface is everywhere much smaller than c. 
Consequently the surface parts above the two electron emission 
regions (I and III in Fig. 2) act as trapping regions and no 
negative particles will escape to infinity. However, due to the 
reduced radiation reaction ion flow is not limited by the E . B = 0 
surface, suggesting a negative charging of the star. 

The situation for an oblique rotator is shown in Fig. 3 for 
X = 75°. Similar to the orthogonal rotator it is found that the ion 
emission regions are still enclosed by an E . B = 0 surface (region 
II in Fig. 3). Although ions cannot be trapped there, positrons 
- if produced nearby - will be captured at this part of the 
E . B = 0 surface. However, for an oblique rotator the pulsar 
surface regions above the magnetic poles (region I in Fig. 3) are 
no longer totally enclosed. Instead these regions open near the 
rotational equator and the E· B = 0 surface reaches into the 



wave zone. On the one hand this opens up the possibility of a 
negative particle wind. Nevertheless we still expect a considerable 
particle flow to the E . B = 0 surface and a closer investigation 
using (21) is necessary. The results are depicted in Fig. 4 for a 
pulsar with P = 1.6 ms and three different inclination angles X 
(4a-c) and for a pulsar with P = 33 ms and X = 75° (4d). The 
figures show a perspective view of the pulsar and of the E . B = 0 
surface at a fixed time. In the region above the surface E· B > 0, 
below E . B < O. For clarity, the surface parts above the positive 
emission regions are suppressed. The surfaces are plotted up to 
a distance r ~ rein Fig. 4a-c and r ~ 0.15 rein Fig. 4d. 

The lines additionally plotted separate the surfaces into 
different areas. In the inner two leaf-shaped areas, which are 
connected with the star, condition (21) holds. Thus, at these 
parts trapping occurs, i.e. particles approaching from either one 
of the two sides cannot pass. On the other hand, in the adjacent 
areas to the left and right the relative velocity components 
normal to the surface point into the same direction and no 
trapping occurs. In the regions to the right as seen from above 
the velocity components are directed upward meaning that the 
corresponding electron trajectories start from the north magnetic 
pole. Likewise in the areas to the left as seen from above 
the normal components point downward and therefore belong 
to electron trajectories initiating from the south magnetic pole 
region (directed toward the observer in Fig. 4). Finally the regions 
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Fig. 4. Perspective views of the E· B = 0 surfaces 
for an oblique rotator with P= 1.6 ms and 
three different inclination angles X = 15°, 45° 
and 75° (a-c) and for an oblique rotator with 
P=33 ms and X=75° (d). The inner (two leaf
shaped parts of the surfaces mark the electron 
trapping regions, respectively 

in the lower left and upper right corners (Figs. 4b, c) cannot be 
reached by electrons. Comparing the size of the trapping regions 
for the different inclination angles, it is seen that the lateral 
extent is approximately constant, whereas the length of the 
"leaves" decreases as X is increased. But in all cases the trapping 
parts of the surfaces are located within the light-cylinder region. 
In Fig. 4d for a pulsar with a larger period (P = 33 ms) the 
E· B = 0 surface is shown up to a distance of r ~ 0.15 re. 
Here the trapping region is confined to the near zone. Therefore 
field retardation effects are not important for its shape, which is 
symmetric with respect to the Q-M plane. 

5. Escape regions 

As indicated above, the shape of the E· B = 0 surface of an 
oblique rotator opens up the possibility of negative particle 
outflow from the regions around the magnetic poles all the more 
as only parts of the surface can trap particles. To determine 
the precise shape of the escape regions on the pulsar surface, in 
a next step we systematically varied the starting points around 
the magnetic poles and calculated the trajectories following from 
(17). For definiteness we considered a particle to be emitted to 
infinity if its radial distance to the center of the star exceeded 
rend = 5 re· 
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Fig.5. Polar cap regions of an oblique rotator with P = 1.6ms for different inclination angles X as seen looking along the magnetic axis. The shaded 
areas mark the electron escape regions. For comparison, the size of the Goldreich-Julian polar cap area is indicated by a short-dashed circle. The 
north rotational pole is marked in Fig. 5a by a circled dot 

The resulting escape regions are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for 
two pulsars with periods of P = 1.6ms and P = 200ms. The 
inclination angles vary from X = 15° to X = 75° in steps of 20°, 
respectively. The figures show the north magnetic pole region 
as seen looking along the magnetic axis. The north rotational 
pole (circled dot in Fig. Sa) is located on the qJ = 0 meridian 
above the magnetic pole. The shaded areas mark the regions 
from where particles escape to infinity. For comparison, the size 
of the Goldreich-Julian polar cap area from (1) is indicated by a 
short-dashed circle. 

From Figs. 5 and 6 we first note that the calculated escape 
regions are not symmetric. This, of course, is not surprising, 

since symmetrical escape regions can be expected only for a 
time-independent, strictly axially symmetric field geometry. In 
addition, the escape regions are not centered around the magnetic 
pole, but rather shifted in forward direction and toward the 
rotation equator. For pulsars in the millisecond regime the 
magnetic pole is still located within the escape region (Fig. 5), 
for slower pulsars it is situated at the upper edge (Fig. 6). 

In general, the escape region for electrons is a subdomain of 
the electron emission region on the pulsar surface. Its boundary 
is determined either by closed particle trajectories in the inner 
magnetosphere or by particle trajectories which end in the 
trapping regions and which are unbound if radiation damping is 
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Fig. 6. Polar cap regions of an oblique rotator with P = 200 ms for different inclination angles X as seen looking along the magnetic axis. The shaded 
areas mark the electron escape regions. For comparison, the size of the Goldreich-Julian polar cap area is indicated by a short-dashed circle 

neglected. The different sections of the escape region boundary 
in each picture of Figs. 5 and 6 can well be associated with one 
of the two possibilities. 

In Fig. 5 the upper section, which is rather weakly curved, 
is identified as resulting from particle trapping. This can easily 
be understood by comparison with the location of the trapping 
surfaces (Fig. 4). The lower boundary section in Fig. 5a--c is 
determined by closed trajectories in the inner magnetosphere. 
Eventually the particles on these trajectories are also captured, 
however in the trapping region above the opposite magnetic pole. 
In Fig. 5d the nearly horizontal section of the lower boundary is 
a part of the general boundary of the electron emission region 

which coincides here with the rotational equator (dashed-dotted 
line). 

The escape regions shown in Fig. 6 are much smaller than 
those of Fig. 5 due to the larger period of P = 200 ms. The 
upper and left section in each picture are again determined by 
trapping. The escape regions are confined to the polar cap area 
below the magnetic pole, since for larger periods the E· B = 0 
surface approaches closely the magnetic axis. The lower section 
of the boundary is similar to those in Fig. 5 and corresponds to 
closed trajectories. 

Finally it should be mentioned that the sizes and shapes of 
the escape regions are almost insensitive against the integration 
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end as long as rend ;C re. Slight modifications occur only in the 
lower and lower left parts of the boundaries, where particles 
return after having crossed the light cylinder. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 

We have shown in the preceding sections that radiation damping 
can be of considerable importance for the particle motion in 
pulsar fields. For strong radiation damping, which for typical 
pulsar parameters was shown to be a realistic assumption, 
particle trajectories and energies can be modified substantially. 
From the Lorentz-Dirac equation a local velocity field was 
derived which describes the particle motion for strong radiation 
damping with great accuracy, and which is especially valuable for 
numerical self-consistent calculations including many particles. 
Due to their energy loss, particles with strong radiation damping 
can be trapped in regions where E· B = 0, the extent of the 
trapping regions was determined from the local velocity field. 
These general results were then applied to the vacuum fields of 
Deutsch. For various oblique rotator geometries the locations of 
the trapping regions, where charged particles accumulate were 
calculated. Finally, for two pulsar periods P and six inclination 
angles X, respectively, the shapes of the open field line regions 
around the magnetic poles were determined. 

The idea of particle trapping in regions where E· B = 

o - called force-free surfaces (FFS) - is due to Jackson 
(1978), who assumed accumulation for particles which "radiate 
sufficient energy". However, no further specification was made 
of the conditions to be met for sufficient radiation. Accordingly, 
in Jackson's work positive and negative particles are treated 
equivalently, which means, for example, that for the orthogonal 
rotator due to symmetry of the positive and negative surface 
emission regions equal trapping of electrons and ions occurs 
at the FFS. But similar radiation reaction for electrons and 
ions cannot be assumed, as is obvious from (15). The damping 
constant is smaller by a factor of (mion/me)4 for ions, leading to 
a small or negligible radiation reaction. Consequently, ions are 
not trapped at the E . B = 0 surfaces and the orthogonal rotator 
magnetosphere cannot be assumed to retain its charge symmetry. 
Furthermore, it can be concluded from the local velocity field 
that particle trapping is restricted to certain parts of the E . B = 0 
surface, condition (21) provides an estimate for the extent of the 
accumulation regions. 

As mentioned, the main purpose of this paper is to provide 
a starting point for self-consistent calculations. This includes 
an understanding of how the magnetosphere will build up 
during the initial phase, which is necessary, for example, for 
selecting appropriate parameter ranges and designing appropriate 
numerical methods. Not all geometries may yield a stable 
magnetosphere or may be suited for our approach, especially in 
respect to the extremely time-consuming calculations necessary. 
Since particle emission into the vacuum magnetosphere represents 
the first step in such calculations, the above results can give useful 
information in this direction. In the case of the orthogonal rotator 
negative particles accumulate at the E· B = 0 surfaces, positive 
particles are accelerated outward. Since this process cannot go on 
infinitely, it is obvious that for an orthogonal rotator the vacuum 
field configuration must be modified significantly to obtain a self
consistent picture. Turning to the oblique rotator by decreasing 
the inclination angle slightly, the situation changes qualitatively. 
The ion emission regions become somewhat smaller, nevertheless 

there will still be a considerable positive particle flux to infinity. 
In addition, we now have an escape of negative particles, growing 
as X is decreased. Depending on the specific emission properties 
of the neutron star's surface, for a certain angle XO a situation 
may be expected where equal positive and negative particle flow 
exists, a fundamental requirement for the long-term stability of 
a pulsar magnetosphere. Thus, without charging the star but 
taking into account that radiation reaction is important for 
electrons but not for ions, a simple magnetospheric model for 
almost orthogonal rotators can be outlined from single particle 
considerations. Above the polar caps an approximately charge
separated positive and negative particle flow occurs along the 
magnetic field lines giving a zero net current to infinity. In 
the closed field line region between the two magnetic poles a 
force-free corotational zone may be set up analogous to the 
Goldreich-Julian model. For rotators with smaller inclination 
angles the above picture becomes inapplicable because of the size 
of the escape region. In this parameter range the ion emission 
regions on the pulsar surface entirely belong to the closed field 
line regions. Now there is no ion escape to compensate for the 
electron outflow. Therefore it must be concluded that star plus 
magnetosphere will charge up positively. As for the orthogonal 
rotator, the field configuration must be expected to change 
considerably and again no obvious magnetospheric structure 
arises. 

The above considerations suggest that an almost orthogonal 
rotator with X ;::::; 85° is the most promising starting point 
for self-consistent calculations. In this case a charge separated, 
approximately zero net current from the polar caps to infinity 
exists from the beginning. This is the case neither for the parallel 
rotator nor for the orthogonal rotator, where particle emission 
is prevented by the E· B = 0 surface. The closed magnetic 
field line regions connect approximately equally sized positive 
and negative emission regions, which may result in a quasi
neutral corotational zone with moderate influence on the polar 
cap region. If a self-consistent solution is found the inclination 
angle may be successively decreased to study the changes in the 
magnetospheric structure. The results may be compared to the 
solution for the parallel rotator to answer the question whether 
the special features of the inclined field geometry are important 
for the understanding of pulsar magneto spheres. It is only when 
the essentials of the global magnetospheric structure are known 
that reliable predictions about the radiation mechanism are 
possible. 
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